
Corona News 05/17/2021 Greetings from the great freedom No. 3 

What a success. After such a long time of deprivation, all those who have been vaccinated twice, those 

who have recovered (or those who claim it) and those with the current, meaningless rapid test are 

now allowed to move freely again in all shops, outdoor restaurants, some cinemas, theaters, events. 

Nobody knows where, how, when and why one or the other has opened again, but all that complaining 

has ultimately helped, Spahn has thrown everything over the heap, and where he was not yet active, 

he is helped. What does that mean ? 

Spahns then called the overwhelming majority of the population who must be vaccinated so that 

easing can come back, his now reached 10% of the twice vaccinated. Discussions at the time thrown 

upside down. Wieler always spoke of 80% vaccinations to loosen up. Thrown overboard. A precise 

prioritization plan is drawn up for weeks, the STIKO coordinates it, the federal government changes 

here and there, it has not been adhered to by the family doctors for weeks, now it has already fallen 

in 5 federal states, others will follow shortly. The vaccination plan advertised so important (first the 

old people), who are still not all twice vaccinated even in the highest category 80+, let alone the 70+ 

group - now all unimportant, thrown overboard. Vaccinate who comes and comes first, nothing to pick 

up. Don't throw anything away. Speaking of throwing away. This accusation against Hamburg's 

Tschentscher caused extreme excitement at Anne Will yesterday, with the leftist Bartsch claiming that 

40,000 cans had expired in Hamburg. Clear denial from Tschentscher, who clarified the matter. 

Obviously, the left also likes to spread false reports. But we're talking about success speeches from Mr. 

Spahn. Wearing masks in private, that doesn't help. Wearing masks, yes, that’s good. FFP2 masks are 

only appropriate for use in clinics or by medical staff, uh no, FFP2 masks protect the best. So masks 

outside do not bring anything, since less than 1% infections. Well, it makes sense in the city center, 

where many are close together. Thrown overboard, thrown overboard, thrown overboard. So 2x 

vaccinated are completely and permanently protected; So are protected for a long time, so we don't 

even know how long the vaccine will last, so probably a vaccination booster will have to be done next 

year, so maybe this year. Thrown overboard. So when vaccinating we use the maximum time between 

vaccinations so that we can vaccinate as many as possible, that is up to 12 weeks. So with the 

vaccination we use the shortest possible time so that we vaccinate as many as possible twice as quickly 

as possible. But please the second vaccination with the same vaccine as the first vaccination. So it 

doesn't matter which vaccine is given the second time. It is even better to get a different vaccine, it 

will increase the percentage of effectiveness. Thrown overboard. And the last message I list: Finally, 

it's done. Spahn has left and resigned as health minister. NO. Also thrown overboard. Do you notice 

what? You can take what you want, today like this, tomorrow like this, the day after tomorrow we will 

do everything completely different. One simply can no longer take these heralds of salvation seriously, 

more than ever. 

In between, I provide 2 results in terms of inquiries about corona reports. The latest concerned Prof. 

Dr. Hüther, IW Cologne. He claimed that in Germany you had to work longer hours in terms of working 

hours and taking into account fewer vacation days. He compared our work values with Sweden and 

Switzerland, which are significantly higher. I presented him with comparative calculations taking into 

account the retirement age, which were drastically below our 67 years and asked for an opinion, the 

answer was the sending of an extensive study on this problem. Without words. The second request 

went to the Federal Ministry of Health. First, it was claimed at the Doctors' Day that SORMAS was not 

capable of networking between the health authorities, and I also asked about the degree of infection. 

No answer here either, which is now common and typical for federal press offices. 

 



They think that if they don't answer, they prevent critical reporting. Not with me, not with me. But 

some just never stop learning. 

Okay about that. Let's come back to the special rights for vaccinated and co. I went to a lawyer today. 

I had thought about filing a lawsuit because of the current situation, which is how it is in practice. I go 

shopping at Kaufland, I am just allowed (isn't that great, a normal citizen can shop at Kaufland 

unhindered, this is no longer a matter of course in today's world) with a normal surgical mask. At the 

beginning of the advertising campaign, almost all of the shopping carts are gone and it is quite full. 

Then I want to go to Woolworth next door - oops, here I need a daily negative rapid test, if I am to the 

majority of the normal population (unvaccinated, not yet sick, and behave incorrectly, because if I had 

already been sick due to non-compliance with corona rules in the past should I now belong purely 

without a test). So go on. I skip the shop and turn to Galeria Karstadt. The same. Only with a test. 

However, when asked, none of the employees knows why it is needed - it is just an instruction. 

Finished. Interesting. A few weeks ago with an appointment but without a test, now with a test but 

without an appointment. But not everywhere. Every Galeria Karstadt branch does its own thing. And 

everyone is amazed that customers are right to stay away. The citizens are healthy who do not go along 

with this nonsense and simply skip the shops / retailers who think they can harass the normal citizens. 

And that's why they want to complain now, to have compensated for the disadvantage compared to 

the gastronomy, which has received much more money from the state. This is where the really sick 

show up. And I'll say it one last time for those who are all missed: No quick test is a guarantee that 

someone is sick or not sick, because the error rate is far too high. To pretend security because you 

have submitted a quick test, which of course must not be a self-test at home, is of course nonsense. 

But because it's so popular, you just do it. 

Incidentally, even those who have been vaccinated twice are no guarantee for virus-free customers. 

Quite the opposite, but that goes for the business owners z. B. by corporations on the backside, they 

just have no more idea than any normal citizen, otherwise they would not even lay down such stupid 

rules. A well-known fact is that even 2x vaccinated viruses can have them in them, which they happily 

distribute. They can still be infected, but then have a mild sale with mostly no external identification, 

which makes these people extremely dangerous for people who are not yet sick because they infect 

them. Exactly the opposite makes sense from what everyone does, but as I said, people are talking 

against windmills, should they do what they want I buy where I can WITHOUT a test and let the other 

companies perish. 

Subject immunity of vaccinated persons. I am now announcing the official, but hidden to the normal 

eye, figures from the Federal Ministry of Health, Press Department, in Berlin. These were transmitted 

on Father's Day May 13th, 2021. According to this, 44,059 people have so far got corona despite 1x 

vaccination afterwards, believe it or not 13,067 people have got corona after the second vaccination. 

At the time when the disease occurred after the last vaccination with a second vaccination, the ministry 

says nothing. It continues interestingly. Despite the first vaccination, 4,562 of the 44,059 people 

became seriously ill, 2,045 people died anyway. In the case of people who have already received 2 

vaccinations, 1,659 people are seriously ill (i.e. a lie from Mr. Lauterbach that the vaccination no longer 

made a severe course possible) and 662 people died. Well, despite 2 vaccinations. And nobody should 

claim that the time between vaccination and illness was too short for them. There is no record of the 

length of time, so all claims in this matter are lies and speculations, also called fantasies. The source of 

the numbers, and these are real numbers, I saw the original email from the ministry myself, is Mr. 

Reitschuster, a critical journalist and member of the federal press conference. 

 



Anyone can follow his statements at: www.reitschuster.de, very interesting. One of the handpicked 

journalists like me, who do not allow themselves to be patronized and who ask tough facts and speak 

uncomfortable truths instead of covering them up. Others can do that much better, including in some 

cases those who call themselves systemically relevant and well-known. 

Another nice topic of the RKI: Upgrading and downgrading states in terms of risk areas, high risk areas, 

no area at all. Appropriate travel warnings, travel restrictions and travel bans are then derived from 

here, so you can see for yourself whether these are always useful. On May 15, 21, the RKI again named 

some states on the Internet that had been graded from high risk to risk. I took a closer look at them. 

Funny, the data of the states are sometimes so different that I wonder on what basis this happens. I 

want to give 3 examples here, and also the data of the states in the same order: Estonia - Ukraine - 

Kosovo. Incidence 160, 90, 24. Vaccination rate for the first time 30%, 2%, 1%, vaccination rate twice 

13%, 0%, 0%. Infection rate 10%, 5%, 6%. You can see from the examples that the values are so 

different, nevertheless these 3 states were all downgraded from high risk to risk. At incidence 160? At 

vaccination rates of 1% or less%. If you have any questions, please contact the RKI you trust. Doesn't 

that exist? I can understand. For this, Great Britain was again classified as a risk area, although there 

have been stable low numbers there for weeks, new infections have virtually stopped and a vaccination 

rate of over 53% is available. The RKI justifies this with the occurrence of the new Indian variant. What 

nonsense, it can be found almost everywhere by now. And of course nobody knows what the currently 

available vaccines say about it. 

And now comes a downright magical news: The vaccination readiness of Germans suddenly increased 

to almost 75% overnight. How does that happen ? Nobody knew or suspected it, suddenly it is there, 

but not the right vaccine for it. Here and now I exclusively explain where this sudden change of will 

comes from in some citizens. Does that have something to do with the fear stoked up by the trio of 

Wieler, Spahn and Lauterbach? It is these 3 who have increasingly confirmed on talk shows and at 

press conferences in recent days: Everyone who is not vaccinated will get the virus. There is no way 

around. One sooner or later. You can only choose between vaccination and illness. That pulls. This 

great offer is gladly accepted: possible death from illness or rather the chance of side effects for a while 

and still the chance of unknown things that may come to the vaccinated in 2 - 3 years? Which is better, 

you decide. But quick, spaces are tight in both areas. And so that the desire for vaccination does not 

even go away, it is now over: After half a year, at the latest after a year, i.e. 2022, booster vaccinations 

(great word) are due. So if the last unvaccinated people have not yet started for the 1st vaccination, 

the first will come with the 3rd or even 4th vaccination. The message from a lawyer from Göttingen, 

who reported to me today, allegedly is to close the vaccination center in Göttingen in September, 

because the (family) doctors are now gradually taking over the vaccination, fits in with this. But then 

the practices will be full. 

Just a few years ago, many politicians from the old parties in the Bundestag of the then new party 

around Ms. Petry repeatedly said that she would stir up the fear of the citizens, play with the fear of 

the citizens and the like. What happens now to these statements is exactly that. 


